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The Foreign Trade Econometric Model
by Jerome Gilbertº ;Nai-Ching Sun " ; Amos Ilan and Michael C . Bunamo

ONE OF THE CHIEF responsibilities
U of the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey is the development of
marine and aviation facilities to accom
modate the flow of foreign trade
through the nation 's largest port and
international airport complex . In order
to guide it

s

investment policy in this
broad development program , the Port
Authority has pioneered a number of
long -range planning techniques which
represent uniquely new advances in the
field o

f port economics . The foreign
trade econometric model , presented in

this paper , reveals how long term port
investment decisions can be aided b

y

the
application o

f
a planning instrument

that not only provides trade forecasts
but also a thorough explanation o

f

the
anatomy and interplay o

f

those forces
shaping the foreign trade environment .

In approaching this task , it became
evident during the late 1960 ' s that a

new analytical methodology was need

e
d for forecasting general cargo for

eign trade for planning purposes . The
New York -New Jersey Port , for exam
ple , witnessed some dramatic changes

in the complexion o
f

its foreign trade
flows . On one hand , import volumes in
creased much faster than outbound
shipments , while the air cargo industry
evidenced dynamic growth in the face

o
f
a modest expansion o
f

the ocean -

borne trade . These trends are illus
trated in the following table :

The Port of New York ' s Foreign Trade ,

1958 v
s . 1970

(thousands o
f long tons )

Growth
1958 1970 Rate

OCEANBORNE
Exports 5 ,297 6 ,098 1 . 1 %

Imports 6 ,784 9 ,856 2 . 9 %

AIRBORNE
Exports 1

2

178 2
3 . 0 %

Imports 1
1 131 2
1 . 0 %

Given these developments , simple extra
polations o

f

the demand for terminal
facilities were unsatisfactory for deci
sion making purposes . Extrapolations
project past behavior into the future
without isolating the key factors shap
ing and influencing these trends . As
such it is not possible to determine

* The Port Authority o
f

New York
and New Jerseyt
This article expresses the views o
f

the au
thors . It does not necessarily represent the views

o
r policy o
f

the Port Authority o
f New

New Jersey .

whether these factors are subject to

change o
r

modification .

Time series extrapolations , however ,

were unacceptable o
n

a number o
f oth

e
r

counts . Most important , simple ex
trapolations could lead to forecasts
greater than each mode ' s true poten
tial . By projecting historical growth
rates , the air mode would handle more
foreign trade cargo than ocean carriers
by the year 1990 . In addition , these
time series forecasts are devoid o

f an
alytical content . They are unable to iso
late forces influencing foreign trade ac
tivity , evaluate their impact , quantify
the effect o

f interport rivalry o
r evalu

ate the impact o
f

intermodal competi
tion . The foreign trade econometric
model , however , overcomes all o

f

these
shortcomings .
The foreign trade econometric model
has two goals : ( 1 ) to provide a detailed
analysis o

f

the major forces affecting
the nation ' s and the Port o

f

New York ' s

foreign trade ; and ( 2 ) to obtain rea
sonable long term forecasts o

f

the b
i

state Port ' s foreign trade volume b
y

mode o
f transportation . These forecasts

provide background information for de
cisions to expand , upgrade or alter the
Port Authority ' s cargo handling facili
ties . Given the proprietary nature of
these forecasts , however , this paper
stresses the technical methodology used

in developing the actual forecasts .

The model is built up in three sequen
tial phases . Phase I is concerned with
analyzing U . S . foreign trade flows and
adopts those variables suggested by
demand theory — income and price - in

estimating this first econometric model .

Phase II analyzes New York ' s partici
pation in U . S . general cargo trade . In

this phase , a regression model was de
veloped to analyze changes in the bi
state Port ' s competitive position ac
cording to changes in the commodity
composition o

f

trade , its geographic or
ientation and its relationship to eco
nomic changes in the Port ' s hinterland .

Phase III ' s objective was to specify the
Port ' s trade by the ocean and air modes .

This was accomplished b
y conducting

a detailed examination of the economic
forces that caused changes in the com
petitive share o

f air freight in the New
York -New Jersey market . It should be
noted that bulk cargoes such a

s grains
and petroleum products are excluded
from this study because they are high

ly subject to the influence o
f non -eco
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nomic forces such as international pol
itics and worldwide weather cycles .
In its totality , the analysis , and its
resulting simulations , incorporate the
international , national, regional as well
as the modal influences that affect the
movement of foreign trade cargo
through the New York -New Jersey
port . In addition , the model incorpo
rates statistical testing and validation
procedures , the flexibility to make pe
riodic adjustments , and the ability to
answer "what if . . . . " type of questions
regarding the trade environment . Fol
lowing is a concise report on the meth
odology and technical analyses devel
oped in the full study . It is believed
that this presentation will provide the
reader with a sharp focus of the study ' s
major ideas and allow the reader to as
sess its results and potential.

PHASE I
AN ANALYSIS OF UNITED STATES
FOREIGN TRADE VOLUMES
The task of analyzing the level of U .S.
foreign trade activity during the past
12 years is , in reality , an attempt to
estimate the foreign demand for U .S.
exports and the domestic demand for
imports . The main objective of this sec
tion is to zero in on the major variables
that shape the nation 's foreign trade
and analyze them in a mathematical
fashion that is capable of capturing the
essence of past trends and projecting
them into the future .
The two major explanatory variables
recognized by traditional economic the
ory and utilized in the aggregate eco
nometric functions are ( 1) world in
come, and ( 2) relative prices . There
are many other minor variables that are
known to influence the level of trade ac
tivity , particularly in the short run , but
these are either unquantifiable or statis
tically insignificant. Their exclusion does
not reduce the validity of this analysis .
Accordingly , separate econometric
formulations were created to estimate
the demand for the nation ' s general

general

cargo export and import movements .
These functions were tested for their
forecasting accuracy of past trends , and
then projected through the year 1990 .
All estimates were made on the basis
of least square multiple regressions .
Exports
The export submodel was estimated
by first postulating a functional rela
tionship between the dependent vari
able , U .S. general cargo exports , and
two independent variables, aggregate
world demand and relative price . In
short ,

Xusg = f (Yw , P )
where ,

Xusg = U. S. general cargo ex
ports

Yw = World income
P = Relative prices

Time series data for the three variables
were developed for the 1958 -1969 period
and are presented in Table 1.

Data Used in Estimating the U . S.
General Cargo Export Model

Pxus3
Year Xusg1 Yw2 P10
1958 21, 092 71.48 .938
1959 23, 343 76 . 18 . 975
1960 30 ,789 82 .63 . 976
1961 33 ,462 89 .70 1.000
1962 31 ,050 93 .83 1.000
1963 35 ,730 100 . 00 1.000
1964 41,971 109 .07 .978
1965 39 ,635 113 .78 .988
1966 42 , 184 120 .94 .995
1967 48 ,453 130 .31 1.030
1968 56 , 339 142 .42 1.031
1969 62,277 152 . 32 1.071

(1963 (1963
= 1.00 ) = 1.00 )

Sources : (1) Port Authority tabulation of U. S.
Dept. of Commerce data (thousands
of long tons ) .
United Nations Statistical Office,
“Statistical Yearbook ," (New York :
U. N. Publishing Services) , 1971.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu
reau of the Census, " Statistical Ab
stract of the United States," (Wash
ington , D.C. : U. S. Government
Printing Office ), 1971.

TABLE 1

The dependent variable measures U .S .
general cargo export volumes during
the 12-year period . This variable is
measured in physical terms since the
theory of demand suggests that quan
tity is the appropriate specification of
the dependent variable . Analysis of the
data reveals that U .S. general cargo ex
ports have increased by 195.3 % between
1958 and 1969 .
The world income variable , Yw , re
flects the ability of foreign nations to
buy American goods . This variable was
estimated by constructing a trade
weighted index of real GNP for the ma
jor trading partners of the United
States . According to Table 1, world
GNP grew at an annual compound rate
of 6.5 % from 1958 to 1969 . Generally ,
the higher foreign incomes , the greater
their demand for U . S. exports .

Pxus
The relative price index , P10 , meas
ures the competitiveness of U .S. ex
ports in the world market . This vari
able was estimated by comparing U .S.
export prices relative to a trade weight
ed average of the United States ' major
trading partner' s export price indices .
The data reveals that U . S. price com
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R2

petitiveness eroded during this period casting accuracy of each equation is
as U . S. export prices outpaced world very precise . This can be seen in Table
export prices by 7.3 % between 1958 and 2 where the estimates for U .S. general
1969 . According to demand theory , the cargo export volumes always lie within
higher the relative price ratio the less 10 % of their actual value .
inclined foreigners are to purchase U .S. Imports
general cargo commodities .
Multiple regression analysis of the The mechanics of estimating the U .S .
above variables employed both linear demand for general cargo imports is

and log linear equations . The results much the same as in the case for the
are as follows : export model. U .S. general cargo im
( 1 ) Xusg = 12.84 + .489 Yw

ports are influenced by U .S. income and
the relative price of foreign products .

(8.19 )
-26.38 P Thus ,

( - .372 ) Musg = f (Yus, P )
R2 = .963 D . W . = 1.38 where ,

( 2 ) lo
g

Xusg = .414 + 1 . 37 lo
g

Y
w Musg = U . S . general cargo im

( 7 .43 ) ports

- .812 log P Yus = U . S . income

( - .396 ) P = Relative prices
R2 . 954 D . W . = 1 . 44 Table 3 presents the time series data

where , Xusg = U . S . general cargo for each variable used in the import
export tonnage model .

= Real world income U . S . general cargo imports are once

U . S . export price / again measured in terms o
f physical

world export price volume . During the 1958 - 1969 period ,

Adjusted Multiple this nation ' s import volumes more than
Correlation Coeffici . doubled . Real U . S . income , measured by
ent constant dollar GNP , reflects the ability

D . W . Durbin - Watson o
f

the U . S . to buy foreign commodities .

statistic This variable , which is positively related

= t statistic to the level o
f imports , showed a com

These results are , as expected , statis pound annual rate o
f growth o
f

4 . 3 %

tically significant . The adjusted R2 , in - during the observed period . In addition ,

dicating goodness o
f

fi
t , ranges from the second explanatory variable , rela

.954 to .963 . All regression coefficients tive prices , measures the price com
have the correct signs . According to the petitiveness between domestic products

t -test , the world income variable exer
cises the major independent influence o

n and foreign imports . The actual price

the dependent variable . Relative prices , index

, the ratio o
f import prices to U . S .

however , do not enter as expected in wholesale prices

, is inversely related to
influencing general cargo trade flows . import volumes . Over the 1958 - 1969

pe

Further , auto -correlation is not a se - riod , a gradual erosion in U . S . price

rious problem . Most important , the fore - competitiveness was witnessed a
s

the

The Forecasting Accuracy o
f

the United States
General Cargo Export Equation

(thousands o
f long tons )

Percentage

Year Xusg : Actual Xusg : Predicted Residual Difference
1958 21 ,092 21 ,253 - 161
1959 2

3 , 343 2
4 ,958 - 1 ,615

1960 3
0 ,789 27 ,690 3 ,098 1
0 . 0

1961 3
3 ,462 31 , 770 1 ,692 5 . 1

1962 31 ,050 33 ,554 - 2 ,504 8 . 1

1963 3
5 ,730 3
6 ,058 - 328

1964 41 ,971 3
8 ,793 3 , 178

1965 39 ,635 41 ,228 - 1 ,594
1966 42 ,184 4

4 ,538 - 2 ,354
1967 48 ,453 50 ,094 - 1 ,641
1968 5

6 ,339 5
5 , 185 1 , 153

1969 6
2 ,277 61 ,200 1 ,077

TABLE 2

6 . 9
w
o
o
n
ti
m
in
i
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Year

R2

Data Used in Estimating the U . S. where ,

General Cargo Import Model Musg = U .S. general cargo
import tonnage

Pmus2 Yus Real U . S. GNPMusg1 GNP3 Pdus = Ratio of import
1958 24 , 102 $447. 3 100 .00 prices to domestic
1959 29 ,669 475 . 9 98 . 10 wholesale prices
1960 28 , 382 487 .7 99 .60 Adjusted multiple
1961 27 , 332 497 . 2 98 .23 correlation coeffi1962 30 ,538 529 . 8 96 . 00 cient
1963 32 ,765 551. 0 96 .60 D.W . = Durbin - Watson sta1964 34 ,619 580 . 0 98 . 35 tistic
1965 40 ,509 614 . 4 95 .47 ( ) = t statistic
1966 45 ,255 658 .1 98 . 32 In sum , the explanatory power of all re1967 46 ,405 675 .2 96 . 90 gression equations is very high , most
1968 57 279 707 . 2 95 .04 variables are statistically significant
1969 53,245 727 . 1 94 .71 and enter with the correct signs. The

(1958 forecasting accuracy , as can be veri
(billions $ ) = 100 ) fied in Table 4, is excellent .

Sources : (1) Port Authority tabulation of U.S.
Dept. of Commerce data. Forecast Methodology

(2) United Nations Statistical Office, Forecasting U .S . foreign trade vol“Statistical Yearbook . " (New York :
U. N. Publishing Services ), 1971. umes was based directly on the equa

(3) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu tions generated in the previous section .
reau of the Census, " Statistical Ab

Simulation runs were made under varstract of the United States,"
(Washington , D.C. : U. S. Govern . ious assumptions for the independent
ment Printing Office ), 1971, variables . High and low forecasts were
TABLE 3 generated by simulating a range of as

sumptions ranging from reasonably fa
rate of inflation in the U .S. surpassed vorable to the U . S. to reasonably un
that of its overseas suppliers . favorable to the U .S. These simulations
Regression results were generally form the basis for the projections made
good , and the test for forecasting accu in Phase II and III. It should be noted
racy was satisfactory . The following that these simulations can be periodi
equations were used for analytical pur cally updated to reflect changes in the
poses : foreign trade environment .
( 3) Musg = - 10.4 + 1.79 Yus

( 12.596 ) PHASE II
- .074 P AN ANALYSIS OF NEW YORK 'S
( - .577 ) SHARE OF UNITED STATES
. 955 D. W. = 1.67 FOREIGN TRADE

( 4) log Musg = - .543 + 1.37 log Yus Having isolated the factors which in
( 11.26 ) fluence foreign trade activity at the na

- .807 log P tional level , Phase II focuses on the spe
( - 2.013 ) cific variables which determine trade

R2 = .962 D.W . = 1.67 flows through a particular port .

The Forecasting Accuracy of the U . S. General Cargo Import Equation
(thousands of long tons )

Percentage
Musg : Actual Musg : Predicted Residual Difference

1958 24 ,102 22 ,801 1, 301 5 . 4
1959 29,669 26 ,186 3 ,483 11. 7
1960 28 ,382 27 217 1 , 165
1961 27 ,332 28 ,588 1,256
1962 30 ,538 32 ,628 - 2 ,090
1963 32,765 34,740 - 1, 975
1964 34 ,619 37 , 380 - 2,761
1965 40 ,509 41,028 - 519
1966 45 , 255 45 ,746 - 491
1967 46 ,405 47 ,928 - 1,523 3. 3
1968 57 ,279 51,828 5 ,451
1969 53, 245 54,030 - 785

TABLE 4

R2

Year

نيب

ن
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the port 's flow of trade. It must a
be noted that an analysis that does in
corporate the secondary factors would
seriously suffer from the lack of suit
able data and the fact that many of
the variables are not quantifiable .
• The port 's share analysis , therefore ,
proceeded to estimate the functional re
lationship between the three primary
demand variables and New York 's share
of the nation 's exports and imports .
Export Share
The basic quantitative relationships
used in estimating New York 's export
share model is as follows :
Xnyg
Xusg = S ( C , D, T)

where ,
Xnyg

OA

E

This phase of the analysis represents

a step into an area that was relatively
unexplored , and almost totally devoid
of econometric application . Once again ,
this section focuses on the technical
methodology employed in the analyses .
There are two distinct sets of factors
which influence the flow of foreign trade
cargoes through a port . The most im -
portant are exogenous - regional, na
tional and international in character
which provide the direction and magni
tude of the long term competitive
trends . Three major forces fall into this
category :
1. The commodity composition of the
port' s foreign trade . A port ' s competi
tive position improves if a commodity
or a group of commodities in which it
specializes become relatively more ac
tive in foreign trade than other com
modities . And conversely , a port's com
petitive position deteriorates when it
fails to participate in handling the na
tion 's major growth commodities . This
variable is termed “ the commodity ef
fect .”
2. The size and strength of the Port 's
hinterland as a source of exports and as
a market for imports . A port 's position
is greatly enhanced when located in a
dynamic hinterland that registers bet
ter than average gains in production
and consumption . This variable is term
ed the "domestic base effect .”
3. The geographical alignment of the
nation 's trading partners. An individ
ual port achieves a distinct advantage
if its location provides the shortest
route to a rapidly growing foreign trad
ing bloc . This variable is termed "the
trading partner effect .”
The secondary factors are those re
lated to the ability of the port to per
form its basic functions of transferring
goods . Among these are inland rail
rates ; port terminal rates and charges ;
adequacy and physical condition of ter
minal facilities ; frequency of sailings ;
field solicitation of trade ; availability of
forwarding , banking and consular serv
ices , etc . These factors , unlike the pri
mary factors , can be influenced in vary
ing degrees by the program and activi
ties of port management .
Although the secondary factors do
exert some indirect influence on the lev
el of demand for port services , they
have not been explicity incorporated in
to the model . The main reason for this
is that only by measuring true demand
unrestricted by any lack of supply can
one forecast the future need for facili
ties and services . In this context then ,
the model incorporates the implicit as-
sumption that port management work
ing in a competitive environment , under
takes all programs necessary to service

1068

Xusg = New York 's share of
U .S . general cargo ex
ports
The commodity effect

D = The domestic market
effect

T = The trading partner ef
fect

Table 5 presents the annual observa
tions of each variable used in estimat
ing the model for the 1958 to 1969 pe
riod .

Data Used In Estimating
New York 's Export Share Model

Xnyg ! Xmal Xmh2 Pe3
Year Xusg Xusg Xmus Pj
1958 .250 .080 .214 1.618
1959 .214 .215 1.404
1960 . 196 .059 . 215 1.254
1961 . 171 .055 .216 1. 169
1962 . 188 .061 .216 1.058
1963 .164 . 054 .216 1.000
1964 .152 .051 .212 .927
1965 .144 . 051 .208 .917
1966 . 147 . 049 .204 .845
1967 . 127 041 . 196 .723
1968 .105 .035 .189 .662
1969 .091 .032 .181 .634
Sources: (1) Port Authority tabulation of U. S.

Department of Commerce data
(percent ).

(2) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu
reau of the Census, Current Indus
trial Reports Series MA -161 (69),
" Survey of the Origin of Exports
of Manufacturing Establishments :
1969," (Washington , D.C. : Govern
ment Printing Office, 1970) (per
cent) .

(3) United Nations , Statistical Office,
“ Statistical Yearbook, " (New York :
U.N. Publishing Services, 1971)
(1963 = 1.00).

TABLE 5

New York 's share of the nation 's gen
eral cargo exports is once again de
fined in physical terms . The data re
veals that the Port' s competitive per
formance declined steadily over the ob
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served period from 25. 0 % in 1958 to the observed period , causing a shift in
9. 1% in 1969 . the trade axis to the West Coast .
In the case of general cargo , the com Multiple regression analysis was per

Xma formed in order to estimate the coeffi .
modity effect, Xusg , is defined as the cients of each independent variable .
ratio of U. S. machinery and automo Following are the regression estimates ,
bile exports to the nation 's general car which were found to be statistically
go exports . Since the Port of New York significant :
is a strong performer in this important ( 5) Snyg = –.035 + 2.312C
group , any meaningful decline in the ( 4.011)
ratio is detrimental to New York ' s + . 146D + .043 T
share . Actual performance between (.572 ) ( 1.91)
1958 and 1969 shows a gradual decline R2 = .986 F = 229 .7
in this variable reflecting the gradual where ,
erosion in the comparative advantage
of the U .S. in producing manufactured Snyg = New York 's share of
goods . U .S. general cargo ex

port tonnage
Xmh

C = U .S. exports of ma
The domestic base effects , Xmus, is chines & automobiles /
defned as the ratio of the value of U .S. General Cargo Ex
manufactured exports produced in the
Mid -Atlantic states (New York , New

ports

Jersey and Pennsylvania ) relative to Hinterland 's export pro
the U . S. Clearly , the lower this ratio duction / U . S. export

the lower the export potential of the production

Port ' s hinterland . Between 1958 and EEC Industrial produc
1969 this variable registered a very tion / Japanese industrial
minor decline . production

Ipe R2 = Adjusted multiple cor
The trading partner effect, Ipj, is de relation coefficient

fined as the ratio of Western Europe's F = F value
(EEC ) industrial production to that of ( ) = t statistic
Japan . This variable captures the rela The explanatory power of the least
tive strength of the nation ' s two leading squares fi

t is very high ; the regressiontrading blocs , with the underlying as coefficient have signs which conform to

sumption being that New York is in a theoretical expectations ; and the fore
better position to serve Europe than casting accuracy o

f

the equation is veryJapan . Therefore , any decline in the ra precise a
s

indicated in Table 6 . It is in
tio is unfavorable to New York . This teresting to note that the commodity

is indeed the reality o
f

the situation effect has the highest level o
f

statisti
which reflects the fact that Japan has cal significance in the model followed
been the most dynamic o

f the two over b
y

the trading partner effect .

The Forecasting Accuracy of New York ' s Share of U . S . General Cargo
Export Equation

(per cent )

Xnyg Xnyg Percentage
Xusg : Actual Xusg : Predicted Residual Difference

1958 .250 .252 - .002 0 . 8

1959 .214 .215 - .001 0 . 5

1960 .196 . 188
1961 .171 .175 - .004

. 188 .184 .004
1963 . 164 :165
1964 . 152 .154 - .002
1965 . 144 .153 . .009
1966 .147 . 145 .002
1967 .127 . 120 .007
1968 . 105 .105
1969 .091 .093 .002

TABLE 6

Year

.008 4 . 1

1962

.001 :
هب

خی

اه
يا
ة
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Import Share
New York 's share of the nation 's
general cargo import tonnage declined
from 28.6 % to 18.4 % from 1958 to 1969 .
The three controlling variables — C, D
and T - were again utilized in esti
mating the equations that explain the
observed change in the bi -state Port ' s
import share . Although the theoretical
rationale for each variable is the same,
the variables are redefined when the
reverse flow of trade is analyzed . Table
7 presents the time series data for the
period under consideration .

Yh4
Eeec

.221

.221

.215
.426

198

Data Used In Estimating

New York ' s Import Share Model
Mnygi Mmfi EJ3

Year Musg Musg Yus
1958 . 286 . 302 .227 .828
1959 .273 . 364 .224 .812
1960 . 271 .398 .838
1961 . 266 .357 .859
1962 .265 . 376 .218 . 946
1963 .235 .446 .215 1.000
1964 .217 .434 1.070
1965 .207 . 212 1.246
1966 .208 .439 .211 1.338
1967 .453 .211 1.294
1968 . 186 .504 209 1. 374
1969 .183 .502 208 1.316
Sources : (1) Port Authority tabulation of U. S.

Department of Commerce data
(percent).

(2) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu
reau of the Census, Current Indus
trial Reports Series MA -161 (69 ) ,
" Survey of the Origin of Exports
of Manufacturing Establishments :
1969," (Washington , D.C. : Govern
ment Printing Office, 1970) (per
cent ).
3) United Nations , Statistical Office,
" Statistical Yearbook," (New York :
U. N. Publishing Services, 1971)
(1963 = 1.00).

(4) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu
reau of the Census, " Statistical Ab
stract of the United States ,"
(Washington , D.C. : U. S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1971) (per
cent ).

ed at a much faster rate than popula
tion .

Yh
The domestic base effect , Yus , which
measures the strength of the hinter
land ' s markets for consumption of for
eign goods , is estimated by the ratio of
total income in the Mid -Atlantic states
to total U .S. income . This variable is
positively related to New York 's share ,
meaning that this share is expected to
increase the higher the region 's income
relative to the nation ' s income as a
whole . Between 1958 and 1969 the re
gion ' s share of national income declined
from 22 .7 % to 20 .8 %, as population con
tinued to move away from the Port ' s
hinterland . Ej
The trading partner effect Eeec , is
measured by the ratio of Japan ' s manu
factured exports to the U . S. relative to
Western Europe's manufactured ex
ports to the U . S. Generally , the higher
the ratio the smaller New York ' s share
of the nation 's import tonnage . Over
the observed period Japan continuously
outperformed Western Europe , causing
a shift in the trade axis to the West
Coast .
The multiple regression analysis pro
duced the following result :
(6) Snyg = .931 – .448C + 1.836 D

( - 3. 16) ( .82 )
- .108 T
( -2.59 )

R2 = .942 F =99 .5
where ,

Snyg = New York 's share of
U .S. general cargo im
port tonnage
Income in Mid -Atlantic
states / U . S . income

= Japan 's exports of man
ufactures to U .S. /Eu
rope ' s exports of manu
factures to U. S.
U .S. imports of manu
factures / U .S. general
cargo imports

R2 = Adjusted multiple cor
relation coefficient

F = F value
( ) = t statistic

This equation , as verified by Table 8,
was found to be significant and suitable
for forecasting .
Forecast Methodology
The equations generated in the pre
vious sections were tested for accuracy
in forecasting of past trends , and gen
erally produced superior results . Simu
lation runs were conducted using vari
ous assumptions about the future be
havior of all three independent vari
ables. High and low forecasts were ob

D =

TABLE 7

In the import submodel , the commod
Mmf

ity effect , Musg , was measured by the
ratio of U .S. imports of manufactured
goods to U .S. imports of general cargo .
Since New York is more specialized in
handling semi-processed general car
goes - coffee, sugar , lumber , etc.— than
manufactured goods , an increase in this
ratio would affect New York 's share ad
versely . Between 1958 and 1969 , this ra
tio rose from 30 % to 50 % . This reflects
the fact that manufactured goods de
pend on income whereas non -manufac -
tured depend mainly on population in
creases . In this period , income increas
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7.8

5.8

The Forecasting Accuracy of
New York ' s Share of the U . S.
General Cargo Import Equation

(per cent)
Mnyg

Mnyg Musg :
Musg : Pre % Dif

Year Actual dicted Residual ference
1958 .286 288 — .002
1959 .273 270 .003
1960 .271 263 .008 2. 9

1961 .266 .269 - 003 1. 1
1962 .265 . 259 .006 2. 3

1963 .235 .233 .002
1964 .217 — .017
1965 .207 .219 - .012
1966 .208 .205 .003 1. 4
1967 .198 .198
1968 . 186 .019 10.2
1969 . 183 184 — .001

TABLE 8

tained by simulating conditions that
ranged from reasonably favorable to
New York to reasonably unfavorable to
New York . In contrast , time series pro
jections of New York 's share , conduct
ed for comparison , were found to be
totally meaningless as in some cases
New York 's share was driven to zero
before the year 1990 . Having obtained
New York 's share projections , tonnage
forecasts for U . S. exports & imports
were recalled from Phase I and pro
vided the base to forecast New York ' s
foreign trade tonnage .

PHASE III
ANALYSIS OF NEW YORK ' S
FOREIGN TRADE BY MODE OF
TRANSPORTATION
This phase of the study deals with
the allocation of New York ' s general
cargo foreign trade tonnage between
the air and ocean transportation modes .
The prime objective of this phase is to
derive long - term forecasts of export
and import tonnages for each mode
through the year 1990 . The analysis em
ployed in this chapter primarily focuses
on the historical trend in the rate of
air penetration (the air mode ' s tonnage
share ) and the economic forces that af
fect this rate . Table 9 presents the data
used in the analysis which spans the
1958 to 1970 period .
The modal split approach to fore
casting foreign trade tonnage is unique
in that most analyses to date have gen
erally utilized independent projections
for each of the modes . The latter ap
proach fails to recognize the strong in
terrelationship between the two modes
so that competitive factors are neglect
ed . As a result , the sum of the two in
dependent projections frequently ex

ceeds the true traffic potential that can
be generated for the port .
For example , if New York 's export
tonnage were to be projected independ
ently for each mode using a constant
rate of growth derived from the aver
age increases during the period 1962
1970 , airborne volumes would actually
surpass oceanborne volumes by 1990 .
Such results are totally unrealistic . The
advantage of the modal split approach ,
therefore , lies in the fact that it cre
ates a defined transportation environ
ment, that cannot be exaggerated by
the mathematics .

Methodology
The analytical approach to the modal
split forecast of New York ' s foreign
trade takes the view that the overall
trend in export and import rates of air
penetration can be statistically explain
ed by the economic forces that shape
the demand for services of the two
modes . By selecting those variables
which proved to have a significant ex
planatory relationship to the rate of air
penetration in the past , it was possible
to construct econometric equations suit
able for forecasting purposes .
Time series data for the dependent
variable , the rate of air penetration ,
roughly approximates the time span
within which the air cargo industry be
came a viable competitor through the
introduction of the commercial jet in
overseas cargo operation . Rates of air
penetration during the period increased
exponentially , with the export rate ris
ing more than 12- fold and the import
rate more than 8- fold .
The primary reason for this take -off
performance is attributable to the
strong demand by shippers for a speedy ,
efficient and relatively damage - free
transit of cargo . Significantly , however ,
not all shippers could enjoy the advan
tages offered by the air mode , mainly
because the price disparity between air
and ocean tariffs , although diminishing ,
remained extremely high . Generally ,
only those shippers whose commodities
were of high value , whereby transporta
tion charges constituted a small frac
tion of the total shipment value , could
economically use the air mode . To some
extent . perishable and other urgent
shipments also took advantage of this
mode , but the vast majority of the low
value commodities could regularly and
feasibly rely only on the ocean mode .
This historical development indicates
that two powerful factors influence the
bi -modal demand for overseas trans
port . The first is shipment value , the
second , price competitiveness between
the modes . Although other factors such
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Year
.22
34 .16

Data Used In Estimating The Port of New York -New Jersey 's Rate of
Air Penetration For Export and Import General Cargo Shipments

(percentiles ) 1958 = 1
0
0

1958 = 100

Export : Import :

Deflated Deflated

P : Export P : Import VPP VPP
1958 . 16 . 383 . 262 100 . 0

1959 .396 . 264 9
2 . 0

1960 20 . 382 .271 81 . 2

1961 .406 . 267 81 . 7

1962 .420 .272 68 . 4

1963 .427 .283 65 . 5

1964 .83 .441 .309 58 . 8

1965 1 .60 .519 . 320 52 . 5

1966 1 . 70 .537 .344 4
8 . 3

1967 1 .94 .530 .341 4
6 , 8

1968 2 . 50 .574 . 354 4
4 . 0

1969 3 . 24 1 . 38 .592 . 363 4
2 . 3

Sources : Port Authority tabulations of U . S . Department of Commerce data .

TABLE 9

.72

.90

TAL

where ,

P

a
s port accessibility , congestion and

frequency o
f service , may have some in -

fluence o
n the rate o
f penetration , their

impact is generally considered minor .

Moreover , no reliable data base can be
generated for these factors .

In mathematical terms , the rate o
f

air
penetration is expressed in the follow
ing functional form :

P = f ( V , C )

P = The rate o
f

air penetra
tion

V = The value per pound o
f

exports o
r imports

C = The relative cost o
f ship

ping index
Table 9 presents the time series data
used in estimating both the export and
import models .

The first independent variable , V , the
average value -per -pound o

f

air ship
ments , is a broad indicator o

f the Port ' s

commodity composition . The higher the
value - per -pound , the more highly proc
essed and technologically advanced are
the commodities a Port handles . The
upward movement in this variable over
time exerts an upward push o

n the rate

o
f air penetration since high value com

modities can more easily absorb the
higher cost o

f the air freight move
ment . Using constant 1958 dollars , the
average VPP o

f

a
n export shipment

rose from 38¢ in 1958 to 58¢ in 1970 ,

while imports ' VPP rose from 26¢ to

37¢ over the same period .

The second independent variable , C ,

measures the relative price competitive
ness between the air and the ocean
modes . It is defined a
s the ratio o
f

revenue -per - ton -mile o
f

the air mode

to that o
f

the ocean mode . This index

is fairly representative o
f

the actual
trends in average tariff rates of the two
modes , and closely reflects the average
transport costs incurred by the ship
per . Since the air mode is represented

in the numerator of the index , this var
iable is inversely related to the rate of
air penetration . In simpler terms , this
would mean that the rate o

f
air pene

tration increases as the relative cost o
f

shipping by air decreases .

Historical data for this variable cov
ering the 1958 - 70 period show that al
though the absolute costs o

f shipping
by air remains much higher than that

o
f

the ocean mode , the relative cost o
f

shipping by air was cut by more than
half as compared to shipping b
y

vessel
during the observed period . The actual
index stood at 43 . 3 in 1970 as compared

to the 1958 base o
f

100 .

An interesting feature o
f

this unique
index is the fact that its declining trend

is not characterized b
y

a constant rate ,

but rather by a diminishing rate . This
means that the air mode continually
gained a competitive edge over the
ocean mode , but this edge has grad
ually shrunk in magnitude .

Multiple regression analysis in the
logarithmic form was utilized in esti
mating the relationship between the
rate o

f

air penetration and the two in
dependent variables . Following are the
export and import equations derived for
forecasting purposes :

Exports

( 7 ) Log P = 7 .7569 + 3 .1704 Log V

( 5 .8147 )
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- 1.329 Log C
(- 4.3926 )

R2 = .992 F =692 D.W = 2.19
Imports

(8) Log P = 7.0736 + 3.6559 Log V
(2.9451 )

- .8708 Log C
( - 1.6201)

= .968 F = 156 D. W. = 1.76
where ,

= Rate of air penetration
Deflated value -per
pound ( exports )
Deflated value-per
pound ( imports )
Relative cost of ship
ping index (Air RPTM /
Ocean RPTM )
Multiple correlation
coefficient

F = F value
D.W . = Durbin -Watson statis

Phase II to generate the tonnages mov
ing by the ocean and air mode of
transportation .

Conclusion
The in -depth analysis of the past
patterns of foreign trade developed in
this econometric model sheds new light
on the primary forces that are chang
ing the complexion of this nation ' s
trade flows . These forces , which bear
direct significance on the future role
of U .S. ports , may be summarized as
follows : 1. The shift in the relative im
portance of the nation 's trading part
ners with the Far East assuming a
greater role vis - a -vis Europe ; 2. The
shift in the geographic concentration
of production and consumption from
the eastern United States to the West
and South ; 3. The change in the ex
port and import commodity composition
of this nation ' s general cargo foreign
trade ; and 4. The rapid growth in the
air cargo industry and its ability to
achieve significant penetration into
oceanborne cargo .
One of the most important contribu
tions of this model is that it captures
the essence of the evolutionary econom
ic and demographic forces that are in
fluencing the flow of foreign trade car
goes through the nation ' s ports . By re
specifying the explanatory variables to

fi
t

the particular economic realities o
f

various U . S . ports , this model is suf
ficiently operational and flexible to ex
plain and be used a

s
a forecasting tool

of the competitive performance o
f any

U . S . port district . As such , it provides

a new rational basis for planning in
vestments in port facilities .

tic

( ) = t statistic
For both exports and imports the re
sults were highly significant . Variables

V and C were found to have a
n impor

tant role in shaping the level o
f

air
penetration .

Forecast Methodology
Simulation techniques were utilized

in forecasting the independent variables
by applying various assumptions about
their future trends . The forecasts o

f air
penetration rates were finally made un -

der the most realistic assumptions that
past trends in the V and C variables
will generally persist through 1990 .

These rates were then applied to the
general cargo forecasts derived in


